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Time Line 1300



Renaissance begins



1473



Nicolas Copernicus born



1543



Scientific Revolution begins



1564



Galileo Galilei born



1596



Rene Descartes born



1632



John Locke born



1646



Isaac Newton born



1687



Enlightenment begins



1712



Jean Jacques Rousseau born



1789



French Revolution begins



The Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment In Chapters 10 and 11 you learned about the causes and effects of the Renaissance and Reformations. In this chapter you will read about two more movements. These were the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment. The Scientific Revolution persuaded people that the sun, not the earth, was the centre of the universe. The Enlightenment taught that people could use reason to understand the world. Together, these movements caused a huge paradigm shift. Their effect was to force people across Europe to change the way they thought.



QUESTIONING THE PARADIGMS



DID YOU KNOW...? The Church adopted Aristotle's view that the earth was the centre of the universe.



Throughout the Middle Ages, many people thought that the earth was flat. Many scholars, however, accepted the theory of the Greek philosopher Aristotle (378-322 B.C.). He had said the earth was round, stationary and located in the middle of the universe. The moon, sun and five planets circled it. The planets he identified were Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Each planet was embedded in a crystal sphere made of a perfect substance called the quintessence. As the spheres moved, they made music. Beyond the planets was a ring of fixed stars. This marked the end of the universe. Beyond that were God and heaven. Everything in the world below the moon was made up of four elements. These were earth, air, fire and water. As early as the second century B.C., the Greek astronomer Ptolemy had found that the actual movement of the planets did not fit Aristotle's theory. Later astronomers found more evidence to support Ptolemy. They did not change Aristotle's theory, however. Instead, they adapted it. They argued that each planet moved in its own circle as it moved around the earth. These circles were called epicycles. As astronomers learned more about the universe, they found they had to keep adding epicycles to explain the motion of the planets. Their schemes became very complex. Finally, a Polish astronomer, Nicolas Copernicus (1473-1543), decided to examine the whole problem from a new angle.
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Copernicus believed that God would not have created such a complicated universe. After many years of study, he proposed a new theory. He proposed that the sun was motionless in the centre of the universe. The earth and other planets circled it. Copernicus hesitated to publish his theory. He knew that it would cause controversy. His hesitation would be shared by many other scientists who followed. They still accepted the medieval paradigm that favoured tradition over change. Finally, Copernicus was persuaded to publish his ideas. His book appeared in the year of his death. It was written in Latin, the international language of scholars. Most people never heard of the book. However, astronomers, and some philosophers and theologians, began to discuss it. The result was the start of nothing less than a revolution. Copernicus' theory challenged existing paradigms in a number of ways. The Bible clearly said that the sun rose and set. In the sixteenth century, most people believed that every word in the Bible was literally true. Copernicus' theory, therefore, was seen as an attack on the Bible. Now we realize that the Bible was describing what seems to happen : We do the same thing when we say the sun rises and sets, even though we know it is the earth that moves, not the sun. In addition, Copernicus' theory assumed that the earth was like any other planet. It was no longer the centre of the universe. Copernicus was questioning the physics of Aristotle, which were still accepted by most scholars. Above all, Copernicus rejected a view that had been accepted for many centuries. If that view was wrong, what about everything else that



people believed? Their concern was put this way: "If we have been so wrong for so long about things we can see and have studied carefully, how can we know if we are right about anything? In particular, how can we know if we are right about those things we can't see?"



)C, DID YOU KNOW...? Galileo showed that heavier objects do not fall faster. According to legend, he proved this by dropping weights from the leaning tower of Pisa.



Some astronomers rejected Copernicus' ideas, some tried to modify them and some accepted them. In the process, they learned more about the universe. Some of the most important advances were made by the Italian scientist Galileo Galilei. He helped to develop the modern experimental method. He also contributed to modern physics with his study of motion. Galileo understood the importance of a Dutch invention, the telescope. It was being advertised as a military tool for spying on the enemy. Figure 12-2 Two Italians



Studying the Moon through a Telescope Made by Galileo



Heresy is holding beliefs that are contrary to official Church teachings. Heresy was severely punished.



Galileo realized that he could use the telescope, instead, to study the universe. He obtained the plans and built his own. With his telescope, Galileo was able to prove that the planets were not embedded in perfect quintessence. For example, he could see that the moon had imperfections such as craters and mountains. He also proved that the spheres did not exist. Galileo is most famous, however, for his dispute with the Catholic Church. Galileo's work upset some scholars. They complained to the pope. In 1624, Pope Urban VII permitted Galileo to write on the various theories about the universe. However, he was forbidden to state his support of Copernicus' theory openly. Galileo did not like having anyone restrict his actions. In addition, he was often blunt about what he thought. To make matters worse, he decided to publish his works in Italian rather than Latin. In Italian, they were available to a much wider audience. This worried Church authorities. In 1632, Galileo published a book called Dialogue on the Great World Systems. He was accused of attacking the ideas of Aristotle and Ptolemy in it. He was tried for heresy. Even though he agreed to renounce his theories, he was condemned to house arrest. The trial of Galileo has been seen as a symbol for many things. Some people say it stood for the inevitable conflict between scientific knowledge and religious belief. Others believe it revealed the opposition of the



Gravity is the force that draws bodies together. Newton realized that the earth's gravity holds the moon in its orbit.



Catholic Church to new ideas in general. In fact, Luther and Calvin also opposed Galileo's ideas. In fact, the trial is a symbol of the difficulties caused by a paradigm shift. People in Europe were facing a paradigm shift, and they were reacting strongly. Many had spent whole careers supporting the old view and were reluctant to give up their ideas. Asa result, many scientists opposed the new theory. Many religious leaders saw Copernicus' theory as an attack on the Bible. Even the universities were opposed to the new ideas. They did not welcome anyone who supported them. Galileo's trial did not stop the paradigm shift. More scientists began to realize that they had to deal with the questions raised by Copernicus and others. Philosophers, too, began to ponder these issues. Even some members of the clergy came to accept the new ideas. Jesuit astronomers were one example. While disputes continued, scientists began to use the new data. One of the most important of these scholars was an English scientist, Sir Isaac Newton. In 1687 he published a book that combined the astronomy of Copernicus and the physics of Galileo. He proposed a set of mathematical laws, including the law of gravity. These laws explained how the universe worked. Newton wrote his book in Latin. Few people could understand what he said in it. Nevertheless, his ideas were described in simpler terms by other writers. The theories of other scientists and philosophers were also explained in this way. Thus, the ideas of the Scientific Revolution reached a wide audience in the eighteenth century. Effects ©f the Scientific Revolution



As you have seen, the first reaction to the Scientific Revolution was worry. People wondered how they could know anything for certain. The English poet John Donne summed up their concern: "New philosophy calls all in doubt." A philosophy is a system of One philosophy, more than any other, reflected that doubt. It was ideas that explains life. presented in the views of a group known as the Sceptics. These philosophers doubted that humans could know anything for certain. The Scientific Revolution convinced them they were right. One French mathematician and philosopher decided to meet the challenge posed by the Sceptics. He was Rene Descartes (1596-1650). He decided to doubt everything. In this way he hoped to discover something he could know for certain. He concluded that he could be sure that his mind existed. No matter what he doubted, there had to be something to do the doubting. There had to be a cause for his thinking. That cause was his mind. He expressed his conclusion with the words, "I think, therefore I am." He then went on to argue that his mind had to come from somewhere. It could not have created itself. That, said Descartes, proved that there had to be a God. Descartes tried to develop a philosophy from that starting point. Many people disagreed with his philosophy. Nevertheless, they accepted his proof that there were at least some things that humans could know. From this point, various other philosophies would be built. Two other philosophers had especially important effects. They were Gottfried Leibniz and John Locke. Leibniz (16461716) was a German who developed Descartes' approach. He tried to find solid proof that God existed. In the process, he argued that God was perfect. Therefore, he had created the best of all possible worlds. This world was based upon definite laws that even God had to follow. Figure 12-3 Rene Descartes



Figure 12-4 A Comparison of Paradigms



Paradigms of the Fifteenth Century



Paradigms of the Scientific Revolution



The Church is the source of truth. People can be certain of what the Church teaches.



People have the ability to use logic and reason. Our minds allow us to understand what is true.



People come to understand the world through faith and reason.



People come to understand the world through experience. In science, experience is gained by doing experiments.



People can trust ancient knowledge more than they can trust the new.



Accepted ideas should be scrutinized. People should observe everything around them carefully. Then they should try to figure out how things work.



The environment is made by God. It should be accepted for what it is.



The environment operates according to laws. It is like a machine that works according to mechanical principles. The laws that make it work are reasonable. They can be studied and understood.



John Locke (1632-1704) was an English philosopher. He believed that the Sceptics and the followers of Descartes were misguided. He said that there was no point in trying to prove what you can know or cannot know. People should simply trust their experience. Experience shows that humans can both know and do things. That is all we need to be concerned with. The work of philosophers like Descartes and Locke restored people's confidence in themselves. Human beings could rely on their intelligence and experience. The work of Newton and Leibniz reassured them that there were definite laws in the universe. It was possible for them to understand what the world is and how it works. This is the view of the world that still guides many of our actions today. This is, above all, what the Scientific Revolution achieved. It destroyed medieval paradigms, and substituted a new world view — the modern one.
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